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A BSTRACT
Previous studies of visual grounded language learning use a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to extract features from the whole image for grounding with the
sentence description. However, this approach has two main drawbacks: (i) the
whole image usually contains more objects and backgrounds than the sentence
itself; thus, matching them together will confuse the grounded model; (ii) CNN
only extracts the features of the image but not the relationship between objects inside that, limiting the grounded model to learn complicated contexts. To overcome
such shortcomings, we propose a novel object-level grounded language learning
framework that empowers the language representation with visual object-grounded
information. The framework is comprised of three main components: (i) ObjectGroundedBERT captures the visual-object relations and literary portrayals by
cross-modal pretraining via a Text-grounding mechanism, (ii) Visual encoder represents a visual relation between objects and (iii) Cross-modal Transformer helps the
Visual encoder and ObjectGroundedBERT learn the alignment and representation
of image-text context. Experimental results show that our proposed framework
consistently outperforms the baseline language models on various language tasks
of GLUE and SQuAD datasets. 1

1

I NTRODUCTION

Grounded language learning is related to learning the meaning of language as it is applied to the
present reality. People, particularly youngsters, acquire knowledge from not only pure textual
information but also other modalities such as vision and sound, which contain rich data that cannot
be captured by text alone. Most current pretrained language models (Devlin et al., 2019; Brown et al.,
2020) are trained distinctly from text-based corpora, thus having the constraint in learning complex
semantics that requires the blend of sign-in information through cross-referencing and synthesis.
Recently, there are many studies trying to improve the language representation with visual information
(Lazaridou et al., 2015; Collell et al., 2017; Kiela et al., 2018; Bordes et al., 2019; Tan & Bansal,
2020). In those attempts, the whole image is usually encoded into feature maps using a CNN and
then matched to the corresponding sentence or token representations. However, there are two main
drawbacks to such an approach. First, while CNN can capture both low and high-level features
of the individual objects in the image, it cannot apprehend the semantic relationships between the
objects. As an example given in Fig. 1, the feature maps (red rectangles) can successfully capture the
features of individual objects such as “cat”, “computer desk”, “monitor”, and “chair”, but it can
not represent the relation: “cat is standing on the computer desk” as described in the caption. As
such, the current grounded language models which use CNN features for learning will fail to map the
implicit relations in the image to the facts given in the description sentence, limiting the grounded
language to learn complex semantics.
Second, in most grounded language learning datasets, the whole image usually contains more
information than the description sentence. For example, in Fig. 1, the image contains many objects
such as “monitor’, “chair”, “window”, and “lamp” that are not mentioned in the description sentence.
1
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Therefore, direct grounding the whole image information to the sentence representation will trigger
many noises in the contextual representation of the language, causing the grounded model to learn
incorrect contexts.
In this paper, we propose a novel grounded language learning framework that enriches the language representation with visual object-level
grounded information such as object features,
attributes, and positional information. In particular, the proposed framework consists of three
main components, namely Text Encoder, Visual
Encoder, and Cross-modal Transformer. Text
Encoder is stretched out with a Text-grounding
module to learn the visual-grounded representations of language from text-image pairs. Instead of using CNN feature maps, we propose
to use features of detected objects as images
representation and employ Transformer architecture ( (Vaswani et al., 2017)) to learn the
Caption : A cat is standing on the computer desk
relationships between objects. A Cross-modal
Transformer is then put on top to connect the Figure 1: A grounded language learning example.
language and visual modalities. By applying a
pretrained learning strategy, our method not only precisely maps the information between text and
image at the object-level but also learns the implicit relationships between the objects in the image,
which CNN-based feature extractor can not handle. Finally, we join two components together and
optimize the whole model as multi-tasks of Masked Language Modeling, Masked Visual Feature
Prediction, and Image-Text Matching.
Our contributions can be summarized as:
• To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate the grounded language learning
at the object-level with the rich grounded information containing object features, attributes, and
positions. By doing so, we can enhance the ability of grounded language to capture more complex
relations and avoid the confusion during the learning process.
• To this end, we propose a novel grounded language framework that enhances language representation with visual-objected-grounded information. Instead of using CNN to encode the whole image,
we embed the features of objects from an off-the-shelf object detector into the encoder and connect
them with the language modality via a cross-modal Transformer. A Text-grounding mechanism is
also proposed to capture the visual object information and their relations found from the semantic
correlation of words and images via multi-task pretraining strategy.
• We conduct extensive experiments on various language downstream tasks in GLUE and SQuAD
datasets, and significantly outperforms the baselines on these tasks.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Over the previous many years, many approaches have been proposed to learn language representation.
Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013), GLOVE (Pennington et al., 2014) were proposed to learn word
representations. On the other hand, FastSent (Hill et al., 2016), QuickThought (Logeswaran & Lee,
2018), SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015), Sentence-BERT (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019) or Le &
Mikolov (2014); Conneau et al. (2017) tried to learn the sentence representations. Recently, many
language models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), GPT (Brown et al., 2020), ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2019),
ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019) were proposed to learn the contextual relationships between words in a
text. Those studies, however, only train the language representation with only textual corpora.
In recent years, many vision-and-language pre-trained models have been proposed to build joint crossmodal representations and focus on vision-and-language tasks such as visual question answering and
natural language for visual reasoning. While Li et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2019); Su et al. (2020); Zhou
et al. (2020); Li et al. (2020) use only one cross-modal Transformer for learning, Lu et al. (2019); Tan
2
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Figure 2: The architecture of our proposed framework, which consists of three components: Visual
encoder, Cross Modal Transformer and Text encoder (ObjectGroundedBERT). The pretraining tasks
are Masked Visual Feature Prediction, Image-Text Matching and Masked Language Modeling.
& Bansal (2019) proposed to use two single-modal Transformers and one cross-modal Transformer.
Pretraining tasks such as masked language model and masked visual-feature classification were used
in those studies to learn the vision-and-language representation.
On the other hand, there are a few attempts to improve language representation with visual information.
Lazaridou et al. (2015) introduces multimodal skip-gram models (MMSKIP-GRAM) taking visual
information into account. Collell et al. (2017) proposes IMAGINET which consists of GRU networks
and tries to predict its visual feature map and the next word in the sentence. Kiela et al. (2018) uses bidirectional LSTM for sentence encoder; moreover, it aims to predict both the visual feature map and
the other caption giving one caption. Bordes et al. (2019) proposes an intermediate space - grounded
space and learns the visual and text representation with cluster information and perceptual information.
Tan & Bansal (2020) introduces the vokenization process and pre-trains the language model with
additional voken-classification task along with masked language modeling. These methods, however,
only ground language models at the image level, i.e. mapping the whole image with its description
sentence instead of between corresponding objects inside them.

3

M ETHODOLOGY

The overall architecture of our proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2, which comprises three main
components: (i) Text encoder (ObjectGroundedBERT) to learn the object-level visual-grounded
information from text-image pairs, (ii) Visual encoder to represent the visual representation, and (iii)
Cross-modal Transformer to connect the visual and language modalities. The whole framework will
be trained with a pretraining learning strategy.
3.1

V ISUAL ENCODER

Object detection
We take the feature of objects as the embeddings of images. The off-the-shelf object detection model
detects m objects o1 , . . . , om from the image. Each object contains region-of-interest (ROI) feature
fj and the region geometric feature pj . The visual objected embedding is the sum of outputs of two
FC layers of ROI feature and positional feature:
vj = (F Cf (fj )) + F Cp (pj )) /2

(1)

where vj is visual objected embedding of the object j in the image, F Cf , F Cp are the FC layers for
ROI feature and positional feature respectively.
Visual encoder
To learn the relationships between objects in the images, we employ Transformer encoder to visual
objected embedding to obtain the object-relationship representations:
ˆ 1 , hv
ˆ 2 , . . . , hv
ˆ m = VE (v1 , v2 , . . . , vm )
hv
3
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Figure 3: ObjectGroundedBERT comprises two components: Language encoder and Text-grounding.
The final representation of the language model comprises textual and grounding embeddings.
ˆ j are the visual objected embedding and the object-relationship representation of the
where vj , hv
object j in the image respectively, m is the number of objects receives from the Object Detection
model, VE stand for Visual encoder.
3.2

T EXT ENCODER (O BJECT G ROUNDED BERT)

Text encoder (ObjectGroundedBERT) is used to learn text representation of the input sentence
together with the empowered grounding embedding. As shown in Fig. 3, ObjectGroundedBERT
consists of a Language encoder and a Text-grounding. While we do not directly fine-tune the language
model in order to keep the original knowledge learned from the huge language corpora, the final
representation of the text encoder will be enhanced with the visual-grounded information learned
during pretraining.
Language encoder We use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the language encoder. Given an input
sentence s = {w1 , . . . , wn }, we use pretrained BERT model to contextually embed the discrete token
wi into hidden-output vector hi :
h1 , h2 , . . . , hn = BERT (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn )

(3)

l
where hi = {h1i , h2i , . . . , hL
i }, hi is the hidden-output vector of token wi at layer l.

Text-grounding Module We concatenate hidden outputs from k final Transformer layers to form
the input for the Text-grounding module:
h̃i = [hL−k+1
, hL−k+2
, . . . , hL
i ]
i
i

(4)

The Text-grounding module uses a multi-layer perceptron with an activation function to transform
the contextual representation of each token in the sentence into the grounding embedding:
gi = MLP (h̃i )

(5)

where gi is grounding embedding of token i.
The grounding embedding and textual embedding, final hidden outputs of the language encoder, are
concatenated to form a unified Grounding-textual representation of the token wi :
ˆ = [hL , gi ]
hg
i
i
3.3

(6)

C ROSS M ODAL T RANSFORMER

The Cross-model Transformer takes into account the outputs of Visual encoder and ObjectGroundedBERT to connect the language and visual modalities based on the pretrained learning strategy, as
4
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shown in Fig. 2. Each cross-modal layer (the right block in Fig. 2) in the cross-modal Transformer
consists of Cross-Attention layer, Self-Attention layer, and Feed-Forward layer. The Cross-Attention
layer is shared for both modalities, while there are two Self-Attention layers and Feed-Forward layers
for each modality. Cross-Modal Transformer is implemented by stacking these cross-modality layers.
First, the cross-attention layer is applied to the vision (attention to language) and language (attention
to vision):
˙ k , hv
˙ k , . . . , hv
˙ k = Cross-Attn hv k−1 , hv k−1 , . . . , hv k−1 |hg k−1 , hg k−1 , . . . , hg k−1
hv
1
2
m
m
n
1
2
1
2
˙ k , hg
˙ k , . . . , hg
˙ k
hg
1
2
n



(7)


k−1

(8)

= Cross-Attn hg1k−1 , hg2k−1 , . . . , hgnk−1 |hv1k−1 , hv2k−1 , . . . , hvm

where hgik is the language representation of token i at layer k, hvjk is the visual objected representation
of object j at layer k, ”Cross-Attn” stands for Cross-Attention layer.
The Cross-Attention layer is utilized to exchange the information and align the elements between the
two modalities to learn cross representation. Then, Self-Attention layers are applied to the outputs of
the Cross-Attention layer to earn their relationships:
 k

¨ k , hv
¨ k , . . . , hv
¨ k = Self-Attnvis hv
˙ , hv
˙ k , . . . , hv
˙ k
hv
1
2
m
1
2
m
 k

k
k
k
k
¨ , hg
¨ , . . . , hg
¨ = Self-Attnlang hg
˙ , hg
˙ , . . . , hg
˙ k
hg
1
2
n
1
2
n

(9)
(10)

where Self-Attnvis is the Self-Attention layer for vision modality, Self-Attnlang is the Self-Attention
layer for language modality.
Finally, the Feed Forward layers are fed with each output of Self-Attention layers:

 k
k
¨ , hv
¨ k , . . . , hv
¨k
hv1k , hv2k , . . . , hvm
= FFvis hv
1
2
m
 k

k
¨ , hg
¨ , . . . , hg
¨k
hg1k , hg2k , . . . , hgnk = FFlang hg
1
2
n

(11)
(12)

where FFvis is the Feed-Forward layer for vision modality, FFlang is the Feed-Forward layer for
language modality. The Cross-Modal Transformer takes the output of the Visual encoder and
ObjectGroundedBERT as an input. The output of the Cross-Modal Transformer is the vision and
language representation of an image-text pair, that contains the alignment of two modalities:


ˆ 1 , hv
ˆ 2 , . . . , hv
ˆ m , hg
ˆ , hg
ˆ , . . . , hg
ˆ
hv1 , hv2 , . . . , hvm , hg1 , hg2 , . . . , hgn = CMT hv
1
2
n

(13)

ˆ j , hg
ˆ are the output representation from Visual
where CMT stands for Cross-Modal Transformer, hv
i
encoder and Object Grounded BERT respectively.
3.4

T RAINING

In this section, we introduce the pretraining tasks for our framework. We denote that the image
contains m objects o = {o1 , ..., om }, the input words tokenized from the sentence having n tokens
w = {w1 , ..., wn } and θ is the parameters of the model need to be optimized.
Masked Language Modeling The task setup is similar to BERT pretraining where words are
randomly masked with a probability of 0.15 and the model is asked to predict these masked words.
Different from BERT, the masked words are predicted not only from the non-masked words but
also from the visual information. Therefore, it helps to build the relationship between the visual
information and the language representation, also the Text-grounding module can learn the visual
object representation of the language. The model aims to predict the masked words wmasked based
on their surrounding words w and the objects from the image o, by optimizing the objective function:
LMLM (θ) = −E(w,o)∼D log Pθ (wmask |w, o)
5
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Masked Visual Feature Prediction Same as the Masked Language Modeling task, we train the
model by randomly masking objects with a probability of 0.15 (masking feature vector with zero
vector) and asking the model to predict the class of the masked objects so that the model can infer
masked regions from the visible objects and from the sentences. The goal of this task is to predict the
masked object class c(omask ) based on the observation of their textual caption and visible objects.
Specifically, the Text-grounding module will learn how to transform the contextual representation into
visual information and eventually help the Cross-Modal Transformer know which object is missing.
In the end, the model will learn object relationships and the visual grounding of the language. The
objective minimizes the cross-entropy loss:
LMVFP (θ) = E(w,o)∼D

X

CE(c(omask ), ogt
mask ), .

(15)

omasked

where CE is Cross-entropy loss function, , ogt
mask is the object detection output from Faster R-CNN
as the label of the masked object.
Image-Text Matching In this task, the model learns an instance-level alignment between the whole
image and the caption that describes the image. This objective aims to learn the global representation
of the image and the sentence. The model has to learn the object relationship in the image also the
contextual meaning of the sentence to know whether they are matched together. Moreover, with the
negative samples, we teach the model to find negative information for classifier training by comparing
the linguistic descriptions of those objects in the image. We take the output representation of a
special token [CLS] and feed it into an FC layer with a sigmoid function to predict an alignment
score between 0 and 1:
LITM (θ) = −E(o,v)∼D [y log fc(o, v) + (1 − y) log(1 − fc(o, v))]).

(16)

where fc is the output score of the text-image pair from an FC layer, y is the label for image-sentence
pair, 0 is unmatched and 1 is matched.

4

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

4.1

Table 1: Task descriptions and statistics.

DATASETS

Corpus

Train

CoLA
MNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
STS-B

8.5k
393k
3.7k
105k
364k
2.5k
67k
7k

Test

Metrics

GLUE
2

Training We use MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al.,
2014) as the training data for image projection and
Text-grounding module. This dataset consists of
118K/5K/41K (train/val/test) images, each with five
captions describe the image.

1k
20k
1.7k
5.4k
391k
3k
1.8k
1.4k

Matthews corr
acc.
acc./F1
acc.
acc./F1
acc.
acc.
Pearson corr.

Evaluation After training process, we finetune
and evaluate our model on GLUE3 (Wang et al.,
SQUAD
2018), SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), and
4
SQUAD
V1.1
87K
10K exact match/F1
SQuAD 2.0 datasets (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). In
GLUE dataset, we evaluate our model on various SQUAD V2.0 130K 11K exact match/F1
tasks over 8 corpora: CoLA (Warstadt et al., 2018),
MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), MRPC (Dolan &
Brockett, 2005), QNLI (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), QQP (Iyer et al., 2017), RTE (Dagan et al., 2006;
Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Bentivogli et al., 2009), SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013),
STS-B (Cer et al., 2017). The statistics of datasets are given in table 1.
2

https://cocodataset.org/#home
https://gluebenchmark.com/
4
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
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Table 2: Downstream task results of BERT, V&L pretrained models and our ObjectGroundedBERT
(OGBERT) on BERT-base architectures. MRPC and QQP results are F1 score, STS-B results
are Pearson correlation, SQuAD v1.1 and SQuAD v2.0 results are exact matching and F1 score
respectively. The ∆base and ∆voken column show the difference between our model and the baselines.
Task
CoLA
MNLI
MNLI-MM
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
STS-B

OGBERT

BERT-base

∆base ↑

59.08
85.21
86.13
89.31
92.76
89.15
73.65
93.82
90.30

54.68
83.48
84.05
88.82
91.37
87.33
67.87
92.43
89.00

4.41
1.84
1.9
1.00
1.27
1.82
2.89
1.51
0.30

SQuADv1.1 78.81/86.98 78.10/86.31 0.63/0.68
SQuADv2.0 68.94/72.13 67.92/71.08 1.04/1.03

Vokenization ∆voken ↑
82.6

2.6

88.6
88.6

4.1
0.5

92.2

1.6

78.8/86.7
68.1/71.2

0.0/0.2
0.8/0.9

LXMERT

VisualBERT

VL-BERT

ViLBERT

15.76
35.44
35.22
80.64
50.54
79.80
52.71
82.11
42.23

45.14
80.68
80.96
87.36
87.39
86.01
66.43
88.88
90.03

57.01
81.18
81.38
87.76
89.20
85.94
62.09
88.88
89.48

56.05
81.29
81.02
86.95
86.95
85.41
70.40
90.14
89.98

9.39/17.65
46.52/47.04

68.51/77.71
59.17/62.53

72.62/81.30 72.95/81.35
62.38/65.63 63.36/66.56

Table 3: Downstream task results of our method with different dimension of grounding embedding.
Dimension CoLA MNLI
72
108
144

4.2

59.08
58.95
58.25

MNLI-MM

MRPC

QNLI

QQP

86.13
85.76
85.73

89.31
88.8
89.3

92.31
92.76
92.35

89.15 73.65
88.87 72.2
88.92 72.56

84.41
85.21
84.97

RTE

SST-2 STS-B
93.82
93.23
93.7

90.3
90.25
90.21

SQuAD V1.1

SQuAD V2.0

78.81/86.98
78.71/86.72
78.6/86.6

68.85/71.92
68.77/71.72
68.94/72.13

E VALUATION TASKS AND METRICS

All tasks are classification while STS-B is a regression task. MNLI has three classes whereas all
other classification tasks are binary classification. The evaluation tasks are also various: question
answering (QNLI, SQuAD), acceptability (CoLA), sentiment (SST-2), paraphrase (MRPC, QQP),
inference (MNLI, RTE, QNLI). The metric of each task is shown in table 1.
For MRPC and QQP, we report F1 score. For STS-B, we report Pearson correlation. For both SQuAD
v1.1 and SQuAD v2.0, we report exact matching and F1 score respectively.
4.3

I MPLEMENTATION

We use BERT-base-uncased as the language model for the baseline also as the language model
of ObjectGroundedBERT. We load the BERT weight trained on Bookcorpus and Wikipedia from
Pytorch framework Huggingface 5 . We stack 5 transformer encoder layers for Visual Encoder and 5
Cross-modal layers for Cross-modal Transformer. The language base model is freeze and also the
object detector. We train the Visual Encoder, Cross-modal Transformer and the Text-grounding part
based on the contextual representation and objects from the image.
Text-grounding module is a multi-layer perceptron with 1 hidden layer and applies relu activation.
We set the MLP final output dimension in set {72, 108, 144} for evaluating how visual information
impact on the textual-visual representation in Sec 6.1. The hidden state dimension of the Visual
Encoder and Cross-modal Transformer is the sum of the hidden state dimension of the language
encoder and the Text-grounding output dimension, we set 12 heads of each layer. We set k = 4 final
hidden output layers, J = 36 fixed number of objects in the image. Our model is trained with a
learning rate lr = 1e−4 in 8 epochs using AdamW (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2018) as an optimizer, we
set batch size of 256 and the model is trained on one A100 GPU for approximately 2.5 days.

5

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

5.1

C OMPARED TO THE BASELINE MODELS

In this experiment, we compare our method with two baselines:
• BERT (Devlin et al., 2019): BERT-base-uncased which was pretrained on BooksCorpus and
English Wikipedia.
5

https://huggingface.co/
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Table 4: Downstream task results of our ObjectGroundedBERT without training the Text-grounding
Module. The first three rows report the fine-tuned results of our model without training with the
visual grounded datasets, the last three rows show the difference to the results reported in Table 3.
Dimension CoLA MNLI

MNLI-MM

MRPC

QNLI

QQP

RTE

SST-2 STS-B

SQuAD V1.1

SQuAD V2.0

72wo
108wo
144wo

55.62
55.86
54.88

83.66
83.55
83.33

84.45
84.05
83.95

87.74
88.28
86.96

90.85
90.88
90.89

86.79
87.31
87.54

70.4
71.12
68.95

91.25
91.71
91.82

89.97
89.78
89.47

77.99/86.51
78.17/86.47
78.24/86.4

67.85/70.98
68.34/71.55
66.86/69.93

∆72
∆108
∆144

-3.46
-3.09
-3.37

-0.75
-1.66
-1.64

-1.68
-1.71
-1.78

-1.57
-0.52
-2.34

-1.46
-1.88
-1.46

-2.36
-1.56
-1.38

-3.25
-1.08
-3.61

-2.57
-1.52
-1.88

-0.33
-0.47
-0.74

-0.82/-0.47
-0.54/-0.25
-0.36/-0.2

-1/-0.94
-0.43/-0.17
-2.08/-2.2

Table 5: Downstream task results on different pretraining tasks.
Approach

CoLA

MNLI

MNLI-MM

MRPC

QNLI

QQP

RTE

SST-2

STS-B

SQuAD V1.1

SQuAD V2.0

MLM
56.78 84.92
MLM + ITM
58.09 84.25
MLM + MVFP 57.37 84.54

85.54
85.7
85.72

88.26 91.94
88.52 91.93
88.43 92.01

87.77
88.6
88.28

71.84 92.77 89.85 78.35/86.52 68.18/71.26
72.56 92.89 89.81 78.63/86.55 68.44/71.56
73.29 92.77 89.93 78.64/86.66 68.67/71.69

58.95 85.21

85.76

88.8

88.87

72.2

All tasks

92.76

93.23 90.25 78.71/86.72

68.77/71.72

• Vokenizer (Tan & Bansal, 2020): This is the closest related work and state-of-the-art
grounded language learning method applying on BERT. Note that while Vokenizer directly
grounds visual knowledge into the language model, we freeze the language model and
expand the text representation with the grounding embedding containing visual information
learned from the pretraining process.
The fine-tune results on 10 different natural-language tasks are reported in Table 2. Our ObjectGroundedBERT outperforms the baselines on all downstream tasks. Specifically, we achieve an
improvement from 0.30 to 4.41 score compared to BERT-base and up to 4.1 scores compared to
Vokenization. This shows that our grounded language model representation can capture more useful
information for language understanding.
Our method has the significant improvement on the tasks of CoLA, MNLI, RTE, QQP, QNLI and also
question answering tasks QNLI, SQuAD V2.0. It may due to the fact that in these tasks, the visual information
and relation between objects are significantly important. As such, our approach can ground the language
representation with useful visual-objected information that empowers the textual modality with the external
knowledge from the visual modality.

5.2

C OMPARED TO OTHER VISION - AND - LANGUAGE PRETRAINED MODELS

To show the effectiveness of our proposed grounded language learning approach, we compare it with the
following state-of-the-art vision-and-language pretrained models which also train with the image-text pairs:
• LXMERT (Tan & Bansal, 2019) consists of two single-modal and one cross-modal Transformer to connect
vision and language semantics via pre-training tasks.
• ViLBERT (Lu et al., 2019) extends the BERT architecture to a multi-modal two-stream model and process
both visual and textual inputs.
• VisualBERT (Li et al., 2019) consists of a stack of Transformer layers that implicitly align elements of an
input text and regions in an associated input image with self-attention.
• VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020) uses powerful Transformer model as the backbone, and extends it to input both
visual and linguistic embedded features.
We also fine-tune all models on 10 different natural-language tasks of GLUE and SQuAD datasets. Following
their works, all models before pretrained with image captioning datasets are initialized with the pretrained
BERT weights, except LXMERT. As shown on the right in Table 2, the finetuning results on our model
consistently outperform other Vision Language pretrained models in all tasks. The results show that pretraining
the Transformer with image-text pairs after initialized the pretrained BERT weight leads to bad performance on
pure language tasks.

6
6.1

A NALYSIS
I MPACT OF VISUAL DIMENSION

We study the impact of the contribution visual grounding with different grounding embedding dimensions.
Table 3 reports the evaluation of our model on GLUE and SQUAD on 3 different dimensions {72, 108, 144}.
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Layer 5

Layer 5

Layer 1

A brick clock tower has an ad for Whirlpool on top.

Figure 4: Illustration of the Attention map of Cross modal layers.
We train all 3 models with the same hyper-parameters (number of epochs, batch size, learning rate, model
hyper-parameters). The output dimension of textual embedding is fixed the same as the language model and
we do not fine-tune it on visual data so that the dimension of grounding embedding means how much visual
information we want to add to the language model.
The results show that most of the downstream tasks achieve the best performance at the dimensions of 72, except
MNLI (108), QNLI (108), and SQuAD V2.0 (144). The experiments show that too much grounded visual
information adding to the language representation is not good for downstream language tasks as it leads to bias
in visual information, unbalance the contribution of textual meaning and visual grounding.

6.2

T HE IMPACT OF VISUAL GROUNDING

The authors backing and promote the standards of open science and reproducible examination. The algorithms
and models proposed in this work will be publicly released in a free and public code online with simple to-utilize
content. In fact, the tables included in the paper mention results on the number of layers and the total number
of model parameters that are trained. Similarly, the visualization and illustrations presented in the main paper
contain the exact details on the dataset used, the model architectures, and the counterexample.

6.3

V ISUALIZATION OF ALIGNMENT BETWEEN TOKENS AND OBJECTS

In Fig. 4, we visualize the attention in the cross-modality transformer to show the connections between objects
and tokens. We find that the attention of words ”clock, tower, ad, top” is focused on the right regions of the
image on the shallow layers (Layer 1 and 3). While on the deep layer (Layer 5), the attention map is more
complex when the relationship between objects in the image is learned during pretraining.

6.4

E VALUATION ON P RE - TRAINING TASKS

We analyze the effectiveness of different pre-training settings on the downstream tasks by conducting experiments
on ObjectGroundedBERT pretrained with different combinations of pretraining tasks. Table 5 reports evaluations
of our model on GLUE and SQUAD on 4 different approaches, i.e., only Masked Language Modeling (MLM),
Masked Language Modeling and Image-Text Matching (MLM + ITM), Masked Language Modeling and Masked
Visual Feature Prediction (MLM + MVFP), and our full approach (MLM + MVFP + ITM). The results show
that our full approach achieves the highest score in all tasks except RTE, and both (MLM + MVFP) and (MLM +
ITM) achieve better performance than the only (MLM).

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel grounded language framework that enhances visual-objected-grounded into
language representation. Instead of using the features of the whole image encoded from CNN, we use the
output from an off-the-shelf object detector as the input of the visual modality. Via the multi-task pretraining
strategy, the Cross-modal Transformer can connect the visual and language modality together and teaches the
Text-grounding part to have the ability to capture the visual object information and their relations from the
contextual meaning of language. Our model significantly outperforms the baseline language models on various
language tasks of GLUE and SQuAD datasets.
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E THICS S TATEMENT
In this study, we introduce a grounding language learning method by adding a text-grounding module to empower
the text representation with the visual representation. Our main work is instead of extracting features from the
whole image using CNN networks, we propose a novel object-level grounded language framework to connect
the objects in the image and the sentence together. This framework learns the alignment between the visual
scene and the tokens in the caption, thus the text-grounding module will have the ability to transform the context
into the visual information. Moreover, we do not ground the visual content directly into the language model,
thus the language model will not forget the knowledge from the textual corpora. In consequence, one beneficial
impact of freezing the language model is that its use can reduce computational resources when training a deep
learning model.

R EPRODUCIBILITY S TATEMENT
The authors support and advocate the principles of open science and reproducible research. The algorithms and
architectures proposed in this work shall be open-sourced in a free and public code repository with easy-to-use
scripts to reproduce several experiments and evaluations presented. In fact, the tables included in the paper
mention results on the number of layers and the total number of model parameters that are trained. Similarly,
the visualization and illustrations presented in the main paper contain the exact details on the dataset used, the
model architectures, and the counterexample.
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